
Key to Naturalization records for Cuyahoga County on Family Search. 
 
 
 
Go to Familysearch.org 
Click on Search 
Click United States 
Click Ohio 
Choose “Ohio, County Naturalization Records, 1800-1977” 
 
You have two options here.  You can search or you can Browse.    When you do a search, all you are searching are the index cards.  The index 
cards are called “Naturalization Cards” on the Family Search website.  You may be pleased with that, but there’s more to see!  Where do you 
find the actual paperwork, rather than just the index card?  You find the paperwork under the “Browse” button.  Click on that and you’ll see the 
list below.  It’s very confusing, and this paper is meant to send you in the right direction to find the actual paperwork. 
 
So, go ahead and do a search and see what you find.  (Note that some of the items below don’t even appear in the search results, so you will 
have to browse those if you like.  Back to the search, once you have done the search, pay attention to the date of naturalization and the petition 
number or volume number and page.  Go back to the Ohio, County Naturalization Records, 1800-1977 page and then scroll down and click on 
“Browse through #,###,### images” 
Click on Cuyahoga 
 
There you will see the numerous links that appear below to click on.  Follow the guide below.  You’ll have to do a bit of digging, but hopefully this 
guide will help a little.  I have color coded the four following topics: 
 
Common Pleas 
Probate 
Board of Elections 
Jurisdiction Unknown 
 
 
 
 
 
 



The notes to the right are also color coded.  When I say “not searchable” that means that that particular section will not appear when you do a 
search on the main Naturalizations page.  However, some of the sections will appear in the index books and then you have to dig further below.  
When I note that the section “is in the search feature,” that means that doing a search and clicking on “View document” will take you right to 
that page and section.  I also made note of those sections that are not searchable and not in any index.  Therefore, you must browse those 
documents one by one.  Many of these have an index at the beginning of each book. 

Record Type, Year Range, and Volume 

 Affidavits of witnesses 1878-1883                         (Records will be found in COMMON PLEAS BIG below) 
 Declaration of intention index 1906-1910         (Records will be found in COMMON PLEAS BIG below) 
 Declaration of intention index 1910-1915 Abbott-Omalley  (Records will be found in COMMON PLEAS BIG below) 
 Declaration of intention index 1910-1915 Olyaucie-Zysik  (Records will be found in COMMON PLEAS BIG below) 
 Declaration of intention index 1916-1923 vol 1  (Records will be found in COMMON PLEAS BIG below) 
 Declaration of intention index 1916-1923 vol 2  (Records will be found in COMMON PLEAS BIG below) 
 Declaration of intention index 1923-1943 vol 3  (Records will be found in COMMON PLEAS BIG below but only to 1931) 
 Declaration of intention index 1923-1943 vol 4  (Records will be found in COMMON PLEAS BIG below but only to 1931) 
 Declaration of intention index 1923-1943 vol 5  (Records will be found in COMMON PLEAS BIG below but only to 1931) 
 Declaration of intention index 1943-1971 vol 6  (Records will be found in COMMON PLEAS BIG below but only to 1931) 
 Declarations of intention 1856-1866 vol 4        (a separate book all by itself) 
 Declarations of intention 1859-1881 vol 1-16  Not searchable, but search Naturalization Cards 1859-1901 Aaroe-Zorn below 
 Declarations of intention 1872-1873 vol 4      Not searchable, but search Naturalization Cards 1859-1901 Aaroe-Zorn below 
 Declarations of intention 1873-1874 vol 5      Not searchable, but search Naturalization Cards 1859-1901 Aaroe-Zorn below 
 Declarations of intention 1874-1876 vol 6      Not searchable, but search Naturalization Cards 1859-1901 Aaroe-Zorn below 
 Declarations of intention 1876-1877 vol 7      Not searchable, but search Naturalization Cards 1859-1901 Aaroe-Zorn below 
 Declarations of intention 1877-1881 vol 8      Not searchable, but search Naturalization Cards 1859-1901 Aaroe-Zorn below 
 Declarations of intention 1880-1890 vol 15     Not searchable, but search Naturalization Cards 1859-1901 Aaroe-Zorn below 
 Declarations of intention 1881-1884 vol 9      Not searchable, but search Naturalization Cards 1859-1901 Aaroe-Zorn below 
 Declarations of intention 1883-1887 vol 9, no 1-993  Not searchable, not in any index, must browse 
 Declarations of intention 1884 vol 10           Not searchable, but search Naturalization Cards 1859-1901 Aaroe-Zorn below 
 Declarations of intention 1884-1886 vol 11    Not searchable, but search Naturalization Cards 1859-1901 Aaroe-Zorn below 
 Declarations of intention 1886-1887 vol 12     Not searchable, but search Naturalization Cards 1859-1901 Aaroe-Zorn below 
 Declarations of intention 1887-1888 vol 10, no 1-908  Not searchable, not in any index, must browse 

https://familysearch.org/search/image/index#uri=https%3A%2F%2Ffamilysearch.org%2Frecapi%2Fsord%2Fwaypoint%2FMCFK-TNG%3A265566401%2C265566402%3Fcc%3D1987615&1&leaf=true
https://familysearch.org/search/image/index#uri=https%3A%2F%2Ffamilysearch.org%2Frecapi%2Fsord%2Fwaypoint%2FMCF2-9P8%3A265566401%2C265575001%3Fcc%3D1987615&1&leaf=true
https://familysearch.org/search/image/index#uri=https%3A%2F%2Ffamilysearch.org%2Frecapi%2Fsord%2Fwaypoint%2FMCF2-43J%3A265566401%2C265585901%3Fcc%3D1987615&1&leaf=true
https://familysearch.org/search/image/index#uri=https%3A%2F%2Ffamilysearch.org%2Frecapi%2Fsord%2Fwaypoint%2FMCFL-429%3A265566401%2C265654601%3Fcc%3D1987615&1&leaf=true
https://familysearch.org/search/image/index#uri=https%3A%2F%2Ffamilysearch.org%2Frecapi%2Fsord%2Fwaypoint%2FMCFL-Z68%3A265566401%2C265667701%3Fcc%3D1987615&1&leaf=true
https://familysearch.org/search/image/index#uri=https%3A%2F%2Ffamilysearch.org%2Frecapi%2Fsord%2Fwaypoint%2FMCFL-8P8%3A265566401%2C265668901%3Fcc%3D1987615&1&leaf=true
https://familysearch.org/search/image/index#uri=https%3A%2F%2Ffamilysearch.org%2Frecapi%2Fsord%2Fwaypoint%2FMCFL-82S%3A265566401%2C265669801%3Fcc%3D1987615&1&leaf=true
https://familysearch.org/search/image/index#uri=https%3A%2F%2Ffamilysearch.org%2Frecapi%2Fsord%2Fwaypoint%2FMCFL-8TG%3A265566401%2C265671101%3Fcc%3D1987615&1&leaf=true
https://familysearch.org/search/image/index#uri=https%3A%2F%2Ffamilysearch.org%2Frecapi%2Fsord%2Fwaypoint%2FMCFL-8Z3%3A265566401%2C265672201%3Fcc%3D1987615&1&leaf=true
https://familysearch.org/search/image/index#uri=https%3A%2F%2Ffamilysearch.org%2Frecapi%2Fsord%2Fwaypoint%2FMCFL-D29%3A265566401%2C265673301%3Fcc%3D1987615&1&leaf=true
https://familysearch.org/search/image/index#uri=https%3A%2F%2Ffamilysearch.org%2Frecapi%2Fsord%2Fwaypoint%2FMCFL-DZ3%3A265566401%2C265674601%3Fcc%3D1987615&1&leaf=true
https://familysearch.org/search/image/index#uri=https%3A%2F%2Ffamilysearch.org%2Frecapi%2Fsord%2Fwaypoint%2FMCFL-2MQ%3A265566401%2C265675601%3Fcc%3D1987615&1&leaf=true
https://familysearch.org/search/image/index#uri=https%3A%2F%2Ffamilysearch.org%2Frecapi%2Fsord%2Fwaypoint%2FMCFL-KNT%3A265566401%2C265677201%3Fcc%3D1987615&1&leaf=true
https://familysearch.org/search/image/index#uri=https%3A%2F%2Ffamilysearch.org%2Frecapi%2Fsord%2Fwaypoint%2FMCFL-KT5%3A265566401%2C265677701%3Fcc%3D1987615&1&leaf=true
https://familysearch.org/search/image/index#uri=https%3A%2F%2Ffamilysearch.org%2Frecapi%2Fsord%2Fwaypoint%2FMCFL-KTP%3A265566401%2C265679001%3Fcc%3D1987615&1&leaf=true
https://familysearch.org/search/image/index#uri=https%3A%2F%2Ffamilysearch.org%2Frecapi%2Fsord%2Fwaypoint%2FMCFL-K27%3A265566401%2C265680101%3Fcc%3D1987615&1&leaf=true
https://familysearch.org/search/image/index#uri=https%3A%2F%2Ffamilysearch.org%2Frecapi%2Fsord%2Fwaypoint%2FMCFL-LWL%3A265566401%2C265681201%3Fcc%3D1987615&1&leaf=true
https://familysearch.org/search/image/index#uri=https%3A%2F%2Ffamilysearch.org%2Frecapi%2Fsord%2Fwaypoint%2FMCFL-5P8%3A265566401%2C265683501%3Fcc%3D1987615&1&leaf=true
https://familysearch.org/search/image/index#uri=https%3A%2F%2Ffamilysearch.org%2Frecapi%2Fsord%2Fwaypoint%2FMCFL-53F%3A265566401%2C265684301%3Fcc%3D1987615&1&leaf=true
https://familysearch.org/search/image/index#uri=https%3A%2F%2Ffamilysearch.org%2Frecapi%2Fsord%2Fwaypoint%2FMCFL-5TL%3A265566401%2C265685901%3Fcc%3D1987615&1&leaf=true
https://familysearch.org/search/image/index#uri=https%3A%2F%2Ffamilysearch.org%2Frecapi%2Fsord%2Fwaypoint%2FMCFL-5M9%3A265566401%2C265686601%3Fcc%3D1987615&1&leaf=true
https://familysearch.org/search/image/index#uri=https%3A%2F%2Ffamilysearch.org%2Frecapi%2Fsord%2Fwaypoint%2FMCFL-RZ3%3A265566401%2C265688501%3Fcc%3D1987615&1&leaf=true
https://familysearch.org/search/image/index#uri=https%3A%2F%2Ffamilysearch.org%2Frecapi%2Fsord%2Fwaypoint%2FMCFL-R27%3A265566401%2C265690201%3Fcc%3D1987615&1&leaf=true
https://familysearch.org/search/image/index#uri=https%3A%2F%2Ffamilysearch.org%2Frecapi%2Fsord%2Fwaypoint%2FMCFL-Y38%3A265566401%2C265692501%3Fcc%3D1987615&1&leaf=true


 Declarations of intention 1887-1888 vol 13     Not searchable, but search Naturalization Cards 1859-1901 Aaroe-Zorn below 
 Declarations of intention 1888 vol 14            Not searchable, but search Naturalization Cards 1859-1901 Aaroe-Zorn below 

Declarations of intention 1888-1890 vol 11, no 909-1908    Not searchable, not in any index, must browse 
Declarations of intention 1890-1891 vol 12, no 1909-2910  Not searchable, not in any index, must browse 

 Declarations of intention 1890-1893 vol 12, no 1909-2911  Not searchable, not in any index, must browse 
 Declarations of intention 1891-1892 vol 13, no 2911-4014  Not searchable, not in any index, must browse 
 Declarations of intention 1892 vol 14, no 4005-5001            Not searchable, not in any index, must browse 
 Declarations of intention 1892-1893 vol 15, no 5001-6000  Not searchable, not in any index, must browse 
 Declarations of intention 1892-1901 vol 16      Not searchable, but search Naturalization Cards 1859-1901 Aaroe-Zorn below 
 Declarations of intention 1893 vol 16, no 6001-7000              Not searchable, not in any index, must browse 
 Declarations of intention 1893-1894 vol 17, no 7001-8000    Not searchable, not in any index, must browse 
 Declarations of intention 1894 vol 18, no 8001-9000              Not searchable, not in any index, must browse 
 Declarations of intention 1894-1895 vol 19, no 9001-10000   Not searchable, not in any index, must browse 
 Declarations of intention 1895-1896 vol 20, no 10001-11000  Not searchable, not in any index, must browse 
 Declarations of intention 1896 vol 21, no 11001-12000            Not searchable, not in any index, must browse 
 Declarations of intention 1896-1898 vol 22, no 12001-13000  Not searchable, not in any index, must browse 
 Declarations of intention 1896-1899 vol 23, no 13001-14000  Not searchable, not in any index, must browse 
 Declarations of intention 1901-1902 vol 25, no 15475-15996  Not searchable, not in any index, must browse 
 Declarations of intention 1902-1903 vol 26, no 15997-16990  Not searchable, not in any index, must browse 
 Declarations of intention 1903-1904 vol 27, no 16997-17996  Not searchable, not in any index, must browse 
 Declarations of intention 1904-1905 vol 28, no 17997-18996  Not searchable, not in any index, must browse 
 Declarations of intention 1905 vol 29, no 18997-19996            Not searchable, not in any index, must browse 
 Declarations of intention 1905-1906 vol 30, no 19997-20996  Not searchable, not in any index, must browse 
 Declarations of intention 1906 vol 31, no 20997-21996           Not searchable, not in any index, must browse 
 Declarations of intention 1906 vol 32, no 21997-22996           Not searchable, not in any index, must browse 
 Declarations of intention 1906 vol 33, no 22997-26271           Not searchable, not in any index, must browse 
 Declarations of intention 1906-1907 vol 1, no 1-500  COMMON PLEAS BIG BEGINS HERE & GOES TO VOL 166 
 Declarations of intention 1907 vol 2, no 501-1000 
 Declarations of intention 1907-1908 vol 3, no 1001-1500 
 Declarations of intention 1908 vol 4, no 1501-2000 
 Declarations of intention 1908 vol 5, no 2001-2300 

https://familysearch.org/search/image/index#uri=https%3A%2F%2Ffamilysearch.org%2Frecapi%2Fsord%2Fwaypoint%2FMCFL-TMS%3A265566401%2C265693501%3Fcc%3D1987615&1&leaf=true
https://familysearch.org/search/image/index#uri=https%3A%2F%2Ffamilysearch.org%2Frecapi%2Fsord%2Fwaypoint%2FMCFL-TM7%3A265566401%2C265694701%3Fcc%3D1987615&1&leaf=true
https://familysearch.org/search/image/index#uri=https%3A%2F%2Ffamilysearch.org%2Frecapi%2Fsord%2Fwaypoint%2FMCFL-RP6%3A265566401%2C265696301%3Fcc%3D1987615&1&leaf=true
https://familysearch.org/search/image/index#uri=https%3A%2F%2Ffamilysearch.org%2Frecapi%2Fsord%2Fwaypoint%2FMCFL-YWL%3A265566401%2C265697401%3Fcc%3D1987615&1&leaf=true
https://familysearch.org/search/image/index#uri=https%3A%2F%2Ffamilysearch.org%2Frecapi%2Fsord%2Fwaypoint%2FMCFL-RPJ%3A265566401%2C265697601%3Fcc%3D1987615&1&leaf=true
https://familysearch.org/search/image/index#uri=https%3A%2F%2Ffamilysearch.org%2Frecapi%2Fsord%2Fwaypoint%2FMCFL-TNL%3A265566401%2C265698301%3Fcc%3D1987615&1&leaf=true
https://familysearch.org/search/image/index#uri=https%3A%2F%2Ffamilysearch.org%2Frecapi%2Fsord%2Fwaypoint%2FMCFL-TWP%3A265566401%2C265699301%3Fcc%3D1987615&1&leaf=true
https://familysearch.org/search/image/index#uri=https%3A%2F%2Ffamilysearch.org%2Frecapi%2Fsord%2Fwaypoint%2FMCFL-YZ9%3A265566401%2C265700001%3Fcc%3D1987615&1&leaf=true
https://familysearch.org/search/image/index#uri=https%3A%2F%2Ffamilysearch.org%2Frecapi%2Fsord%2Fwaypoint%2FMCFL-1Z9%3A265566401%2C265700801%3Fcc%3D1987615&1&leaf=true
https://familysearch.org/search/image/index#uri=https%3A%2F%2Ffamilysearch.org%2Frecapi%2Fsord%2Fwaypoint%2FMCFL-TWT%3A265566401%2C265701001%3Fcc%3D1987615&1&leaf=true
https://familysearch.org/search/image/index#uri=https%3A%2F%2Ffamilysearch.org%2Frecapi%2Fsord%2Fwaypoint%2FMCFL-T36%3A265566401%2C265701601%3Fcc%3D1987615&1&leaf=true
https://familysearch.org/search/image/index#uri=https%3A%2F%2Ffamilysearch.org%2Frecapi%2Fsord%2Fwaypoint%2FMCFL-1WL%3A265566401%2C265702301%3Fcc%3D1987615&1&leaf=true
https://familysearch.org/search/image/index#uri=https%3A%2F%2Ffamilysearch.org%2Frecapi%2Fsord%2Fwaypoint%2FMCFL-BTL%3A265566401%2C265703001%3Fcc%3D1987615&1&leaf=true
https://familysearch.org/search/image/index#uri=https%3A%2F%2Ffamilysearch.org%2Frecapi%2Fsord%2Fwaypoint%2FMCFL-1M9%3A265566401%2C265703601%3Fcc%3D1987615&1&leaf=true
https://familysearch.org/search/image/index#uri=https%3A%2F%2Ffamilysearch.org%2Frecapi%2Fsord%2Fwaypoint%2FMCFL-BZ9%3A265566401%2C265704001%3Fcc%3D1987615&1&leaf=true
https://familysearch.org/search/image/index#uri=https%3A%2F%2Ffamilysearch.org%2Frecapi%2Fsord%2Fwaypoint%2FMCFL-YTP%3A265566401%2C265705101%3Fcc%3D1987615&1&leaf=true
https://familysearch.org/search/image/index#uri=https%3A%2F%2Ffamilysearch.org%2Frecapi%2Fsord%2Fwaypoint%2FMCFL-B29%3A265566401%2C265705801%3Fcc%3D1987615&1&leaf=true
https://familysearch.org/search/image/index#uri=https%3A%2F%2Ffamilysearch.org%2Frecapi%2Fsord%2Fwaypoint%2FMCFL-1NL%3A265566401%2C265706701%3Fcc%3D1987615&1&leaf=true
https://familysearch.org/search/image/index#uri=https%3A%2F%2Ffamilysearch.org%2Frecapi%2Fsord%2Fwaypoint%2FMCFL-BNP%3A265566401%2C265707401%3Fcc%3D1987615&1&leaf=true
https://familysearch.org/search/image/index#uri=https%3A%2F%2Ffamilysearch.org%2Frecapi%2Fsord%2Fwaypoint%2FMCFL-YTB%3A265566401%2C265708101%3Fcc%3D1987615&1&leaf=true
https://familysearch.org/search/image/index#uri=https%3A%2F%2Ffamilysearch.org%2Frecapi%2Fsord%2Fwaypoint%2FMCFL-BP8%3A265566401%2C265708601%3Fcc%3D1987615&1&leaf=true
https://familysearch.org/search/image/index#uri=https%3A%2F%2Ffamilysearch.org%2Frecapi%2Fsord%2Fwaypoint%2FMCFL-B23%3A265566401%2C265709301%3Fcc%3D1987615&1&leaf=true
https://familysearch.org/search/image/index#uri=https%3A%2F%2Ffamilysearch.org%2Frecapi%2Fsord%2Fwaypoint%2FMCFL-BWL%3A265566401%2C265710201%3Fcc%3D1987615&1&leaf=true
https://familysearch.org/search/image/index#uri=https%3A%2F%2Ffamilysearch.org%2Frecapi%2Fsord%2Fwaypoint%2FMCFL-YP6%3A265566401%2C265710801%3Fcc%3D1987615&1&leaf=true
https://familysearch.org/search/image/index#uri=https%3A%2F%2Ffamilysearch.org%2Frecapi%2Fsord%2Fwaypoint%2FMCFL-Y66%3A265566401%2C265711501%3Fcc%3D1987615&1&leaf=true
https://familysearch.org/search/image/index#uri=https%3A%2F%2Ffamilysearch.org%2Frecapi%2Fsord%2Fwaypoint%2FMCFL-Y6N%3A265566401%2C265712101%3Fcc%3D1987615&1&leaf=true
https://familysearch.org/search/image/index#uri=https%3A%2F%2Ffamilysearch.org%2Frecapi%2Fsord%2Fwaypoint%2FMCFL-YP8%3A265566401%2C265712501%3Fcc%3D1987615&1&leaf=true
https://familysearch.org/search/image/index#uri=https%3A%2F%2Ffamilysearch.org%2Frecapi%2Fsord%2Fwaypoint%2FMCFL-Y2S%3A265566401%2C265713401%3Fcc%3D1987615&1&leaf=true
https://familysearch.org/search/image/index#uri=https%3A%2F%2Ffamilysearch.org%2Frecapi%2Fsord%2Fwaypoint%2FMCFL-BM9%3A265566401%2C265714001%3Fcc%3D1987615&1&leaf=true
https://familysearch.org/search/image/index#uri=https%3A%2F%2Ffamilysearch.org%2Frecapi%2Fsord%2Fwaypoint%2FMCFL-YNG%3A265566401%2C265714501%3Fcc%3D1987615&1&leaf=true
https://familysearch.org/search/image/index#uri=https%3A%2F%2Ffamilysearch.org%2Frecapi%2Fsord%2Fwaypoint%2FMCFL-1T5%3A265566401%2C265715301%3Fcc%3D1987615&1&leaf=true


 Declarations of intention 1908 vol 6, no 2301-2600 
 Declarations of intention 1908 vol 7, no 2601-2900 
 Declarations of intention 1908-1909 vol 8, no 2901-3200 
 Declarations of intention 1909 vol 9, no 3201-3500 
 Declarations of intention 1909 vol 10, no 3501-3800 
 Declarations of intention 1909 vol 11, no 3801-4100 
 Declarations of intention 1909 vol 12, no 4101-4600 
 Declarations of intention 1909 vol 13, no 4601-5100 
 Declarations of intention 1909-1910 vol 14, no 5101-5600 
 Declarations of intention 1910 vol 15, no 5601-6100 
 Declarations of intention 1910 vol 16, no 6101-6600 
 Declarations of intention 1910 vol 17, no 6601-7100 
 Declarations of intention 1910-1911 vol 18, no 7101-7600 
 Declarations of intention 1911 vol 19, no 7601-8100 
 Declarations of intention 1911 vol 20, no 8101-8600 
 Declarations of intention 1911 vol 21, no 8601-9100 
 Declarations of intention 1911-1912 vol 22, no 9101-9600 
 Declarations of intention 1912 vol 23, no 9601-10100 
 Declarations of intention 1912 vol 24, no 10101-10600 
 Declarations of intention 1912 vol 25, no 10601-11100 
 Declarations of intention 1912 vol 26, no 11101-11600 
 Declarations of intention 1912-1913 vol 27, no 11601-12100 
 Declarations of intention 1913 vol 28, no 12101-12600 
 Declarations of intention 1913 vol 29, no 12601-13100 
 Declarations of intention 1913 vol 30, no 13101-13600 
 Declarations of intention 1913 vol 31, no 13601-14100 
 Declarations of intention 1913 vol 32, no 14101-14600 
 Declarations of intention 1913-1914 vol 33, no 14601-15100 
 Declarations of intention 1914 vol 34, no 15101-15600 
 Declarations of intention 1914 vol 35, no 15601-16100 
 Declarations of intention 1914 vol 36, no 16101-16600 

https://familysearch.org/search/image/index#uri=https%3A%2F%2Ffamilysearch.org%2Frecapi%2Fsord%2Fwaypoint%2FMCFL-1TR%3A265566401%2C265716001%3Fcc%3D1987615&1&leaf=true
https://familysearch.org/search/image/index#uri=https%3A%2F%2Ffamilysearch.org%2Frecapi%2Fsord%2Fwaypoint%2FMCFL-12S%3A265566401%2C265716401%3Fcc%3D1987615&1&leaf=true
https://familysearch.org/search/image/index#uri=https%3A%2F%2Ffamilysearch.org%2Frecapi%2Fsord%2Fwaypoint%2FMCFG-MMS%3A265566401%2C265716901%3Fcc%3D1987615&1&leaf=true
https://familysearch.org/search/image/index#uri=https%3A%2F%2Ffamilysearch.org%2Frecapi%2Fsord%2Fwaypoint%2FMCFL-1P6%3A265566401%2C265717401%3Fcc%3D1987615&1&leaf=true
https://familysearch.org/search/image/index#uri=https%3A%2F%2Ffamilysearch.org%2Frecapi%2Fsord%2Fwaypoint%2FMCFG-MM3%3A265566401%2C265717901%3Fcc%3D1987615&1&leaf=true
https://familysearch.org/search/image/index#uri=https%3A%2F%2Ffamilysearch.org%2Frecapi%2Fsord%2Fwaypoint%2FMCFG-M38%3A265566401%2C265718101%3Fcc%3D1987615&1&leaf=true
https://familysearch.org/search/image/index#uri=https%3A%2F%2Ffamilysearch.org%2Frecapi%2Fsord%2Fwaypoint%2FMCFG-M3X%3A265566401%2C265718501%3Fcc%3D1987615&1&leaf=true
https://familysearch.org/search/image/index#uri=https%3A%2F%2Ffamilysearch.org%2Frecapi%2Fsord%2Fwaypoint%2FMCFL-1TP%3A265566401%2C265719001%3Fcc%3D1987615&1&leaf=true
https://familysearch.org/search/image/index#uri=https%3A%2F%2Ffamilysearch.org%2Frecapi%2Fsord%2Fwaypoint%2FMCFG-MZ9%3A265566401%2C265719601%3Fcc%3D1987615&1&leaf=true
https://familysearch.org/search/image/index#uri=https%3A%2F%2Ffamilysearch.org%2Frecapi%2Fsord%2Fwaypoint%2FMCFG-MNL%3A265566401%2C265720301%3Fcc%3D1987615&1&leaf=true
https://familysearch.org/search/image/index#uri=https%3A%2F%2Ffamilysearch.org%2Frecapi%2Fsord%2Fwaypoint%2FMCFG-MTL%3A265566401%2C265721001%3Fcc%3D1987615&1&leaf=true
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 Naturalization cards 1850-1912 Riegelhaupt-Sindelar 
 Naturalization cards 1850-1912 Sindelar-Unterzuber 
 Naturalization cards 1850-1970 S-T 
 Naturalization cards 1850-1912 Unterzuber-Zytchik 
 Naturalization cards 1859-1901 Aaroe-Christenson  Blue block searchable and actual images are at Petitions for Naturalization Vol 1-25 below. 
 Naturalization cards 1859-1901 Christenson-Fryer  More actual images also in Petition for Naturalization & Petition Evidence Vol. 15-18 below. 
 Naturalization cards 1859-1901 Fryer-Hunt         More actual images in Declaration of Intentions 1859-1901 Vols1-16 above. 
 Naturalization cards 1859-1901 Hunt-Lisenmeier 
 Naturalization cards 1859-1901 Lisiecki-Noonan 
 Naturalization cards 1859-1901 Noorden-Schneider 
 Naturalization cards 1859-1901 Schneider-Weber 
 Naturalization cards 1859-1901 Weber-Zorn 
 Naturalization cards 1898-1919 Abel-Leipziger Green block is searchable handwritten rectangular cards from Bd. Of Elections.  Does not lead to 

anything else. 
 Naturalization cards 1898-1919 L-T 
 Naturalization cards 1898-1919 Tabacsko-Zwillingwer 
 Naturalization cards 1915-1970 Aalto-Balencin 
 Naturalization cards 1915-1970 Balencin-Bilchik 
 Naturalization cards 1915-1970 Bilchik-Brozynetz 
 Naturalization cards 1915-1970 Brozynetz-Chesragi 
 Naturalization cards 1915-1970 Chesragi-Dabruzzo 
 Naturalization cards 1915-1970 Dabruzzo-Dakdduk 
 Naturalization cards 1915-1970 Dabruzzo-Dolessio 
 Naturalization cards 1915-1970 Dolessio-Farbarik 
 Naturalization cards 1915-1970 Farbarik-Freidlis 
 Naturalization cards 1915-1970 Freidlis-Godnjavec 
 Naturalization cards 1915-1970 Godnjavec-Hainzey 
 Naturalization cards 1915-1970 Hainzery-Holubiec 
 Naturalization cards 1915-1970 Holubiec-Jezierski 
 Naturalization cards 1915-1970 Jezierski-Kernychny 
 Naturalization cards 1915-1970 Kernychny-Kosiorck 
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 Naturalization cards 1915-1970 Kosiorck-Lagowitz 
 Naturalization cards 1915-1970 Lagowitz-Loewinger 
 Naturalization cards 1915-1970 Loewinger-Markocsan 
 Naturalization cards 1915-1970 Murvai-Orabovic 
 Naturalization cards 1915-1970 Orabovic-Peterre 
 Naturalization cards 1915-1970 Markocsan-Mevlya 
 Naturalization docket 1818-1852 vol 1  (Not in searchable feature.  Does not lead to anything else) 
 Naturalization docket 1842-1854 vol 1  (Not in searchable feature.  Does not lead to anything else) 
 Naturalization docket 1852-1856 vol 2  (Not in searchable feature.  Does not lead to anything else) 
 Naturalization docket 1856 vol 3         (Not in searchable feature.  Does not lead to anything else) 
 Naturalization docket 1856-1865 vol 4  (Not in searchable feature.  Does not lead to anything else) 
 Naturalization docket 1866-1876 vol 5  (Not in searchable feature.  Does not lead to anything else) 
 Naturalization docket 1876-1877 vol 6  (Not in searchable feature.  Does not lead to anything else) 
 Naturalization docket 1877-1882 vol 7  (Not in searchable feature.  Does not lead to anything else) 
 Naturalization docket 1878-1883 vol 8  (Not in searchable feature.  Does not lead to anything else) 
 Naturalization docket 1883-1888 vol 1, no 1-1140        (Not in searchable feature.  Does not lead to anything else) 
 Naturalization docket 1888-1889 vol 2, no 1141-2440    (Not in searchable feature.  Does not lead to anything else) 
 Naturalization docket 1889-1891 vol 3, no 2441-3728    (Not in searchable feature.  Does not lead to anything else) 
 Naturalization docket 1891-1894 vol 4, no 3729-6514    (Not in searchable feature.  Does not lead to anything else) 
 Naturalization docket 1894-1895 vol 5, no 6515-10042   (Not in searchable feature.  Does not lead to anything else) 
 Naturalization index 1820-1900 vol 1  (Not in searchable feature.  Leads nowhere) 
 Naturalization index 1820-1900 vol 2  (Not in searchable feature.  Leads nowhere) 
 Naturalization index 1880-1910 vol 3  (Not in searchable feature.   Leads nowhere) 
 Naturalization index 1880-1910 vol 4  (Not in searchable feature.  Leads nowhere) 
 Naturalization index 1880-1910 vol 5  (Not in searchable feature.  Leads nowhere) 
 Naturalization index 1890-1910 vol 6  (Not in searchable feature.  Leads nowhere) 
 Petitions for naturalization 1859-1862 vol 1  Next block Vol 1-25 are not searchable, but search Naturalization Cards 1859-1901 Aaroe-Zorn above 
 Petitions for naturalization 1862-1864 vol 2 
 Petitions for naturalization 1864-1868 vol 3 
 Petitions for naturalization 1868-1869 vol 4 
 Petitions for naturalization 1869-1871 vol 5 
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 Petitions for naturalization 1876 vol 10 
 Petitions for naturalization 1876-1879 vol 11 
 Petitions for naturalization 1879-1880 vol 12 
 Petitions for naturalization 1880 vol 13 
 Petitions for naturalization 1880-1881 vol 14 
 Petitions for naturalization 1884 vol 19 
 Petitions for naturalization 1884-1886 vol 20 
 Petitions for naturalization 1886 vol 21 
 Petitions for naturalization 1886 vol 22 
 Petitions for naturalization 1886-1887 vol 23 
 Petitions for naturalization 1887-1888 vol 24 
 Petitions for naturalization 1888 vol 25 
 Petitions for naturalization and petition evidence 1880-1882 vol 15  Search Naturalization Cards 1859-1901 Aaroe-Zorn above. 
 Petitions for naturalization and petition evidence 1881-1883 vol 16  Search Naturalization Cards 1859-1901 Aaroe-Zorn above. 
 Petitions for naturalization and petition evidence 1883-1884 vol 17  Search Naturalization Cards 1859-1901 Aaroe-Zorn above. 
 Petitions for naturalization and petition evidence 1883-1887 no 1-766  In search feature for Naturalization Cards 1818-1931 above 
 Petitions for naturalization and petition evidence 1884 vol 18         Search Naturalization Cards 1859-1901 Aaroe-Zorn above. 

 

For this next section of Petitions for Naturalization and petition evidence, these are indexed and the index card will appear in the search from 

the Cuyahoga Naturalizations page on Family Search.  Rectangular cards will appear and you need to make note of the year of naturalization 

and the “Petition No.”  Then come here and find the year and range that includes the petition number from the index card.  You’ll then have 

to browse through the front cover of each naturalization looking for that petition number. 

 
 Petitions for naturalization and petition evidence 1887-1888 no 766-1500   In search feature for Naturalization Cards 1818-1931 above 
 Petitions for naturalization and petition evidence 1888 no 1500-2280           In search feature for Naturalization Cards 1818-1931 above 
 Petitions for naturalization and petition evidence 1888 no 1843-2191           In search feature for Naturalization Cards 1818-1931 above 
 Petitions for naturalization and petition evidence 1888-1889 no 2191-2521  In search feature for Naturalization Cards 1818-1931 above 
 Petitions for naturalization and petition evidence 1888-1890 no 2280-2980  In search feature for Naturalization Cards 1818-1931 above 
 Petitions for naturalization and petition evidence 1889 no 2522-2639            In search feature for Naturalization Cards 1818-1931 above 
 Petitions for naturalization and petition evidence 1890-1891 no 2980-3740  In search feature for Naturalization Cards 1818-1931 above 
 Petitions for naturalization and petition evidence 1890-1906                          In search feature for Naturalization Cards 1818-1931 above 
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 Petitions for naturalization and petition evidence 1891-1892 no 3740-4550  In search feature for Naturalization Cards 1818-1931 above 
 Petitions for naturalization and petition evidence 1892 no 4550-5270            In search feature for Naturalization Cards 1818-1931 above 
 Petitions for naturalization and petition evidence 1892-1893 no 5270-5900  In search feature for Naturalization Cards 1818-1931 above 
 Petitions for naturalization and petition evidence 1893-1894 no 5900-6570  In search feature for Naturalization Cards 1818-1931 above 
 Petitions for naturalization and petition evidence 1894 no 6570-7240            In search feature for Naturalization Cards 1818-1931 above 
 Petitions for naturalization and petition evidence 1894-1895 no 7240-7940  In search feature for Naturalization Cards 1818-1931 above 
 Petitions for naturalization and petition evidence 1895-1896 no 7940-8700  In search feature for Naturalization Cards 1818-1931 above 
 Petitions for naturalization and petition evidence 1896 no 8700-9400           In search feature for Naturalization Cards 1818-1931 above 
 Petitions for naturalization and petition evidence 1896 no 9400-10070         In search feature for Naturalization Cards 1818-1931 above 
 Petitions for naturalization and petition evidence 1896 no 10070-10760       In search feature for Naturalization Cards 1818-1931 above 
 Petitions for naturalization and petition evidence 1896 no 10760-11440      In search feature for Naturalization Cards 1818-1931 above 
 Petitions for naturalization and petition evidence 1896 no 11440-12140      In search feature for Naturalization Cards 1818-1931 above 
 Petitions for naturalization and petition evidence 1896-1897 no 12140-12820 In search feature for Naturalization Cards 1818-1931 above 
 Petitions for naturalization and petition evidence 1897 no 12820-13530      In search feature for Naturalization Cards 1818-1931 above 
 Petitions for naturalization and petition evidence 1898-1899 no 13530-14250 In search feature for Naturalization Cards 1818-1931 above 
 Petitions for naturalization and petition evidence 1899 no 14250-14900          In search feature for Naturalization Cards 1818-1931 above 
 Petitions for naturalization and petition evidence 1899 no 14900-15600         In search feature for Naturalization Cards 1818-1931 above 
 Petitions for naturalization and petition evidence 1899 no 15600-16300         In search feature for Naturalization Cards 1818-1931 above 
 Petitions for naturalization and petition evidence 1899-1900 no 16300-17030 In search feature for Naturalization Cards 1818-1931 above 
 Petitions for naturalization and petition evidence 1900 no 17030-17750         In search feature for Naturalization Cards 1818-1931 above 
 Petitions for naturalization and petition evidence 1900 no 17750-18540         In search feature for Naturalization Cards 1818-1931 above 
 Petitions for naturalization and petition evidence 1900-1901 no 18540-19270 In search feature for Naturalization Cards 1818-1931 above 
 Petitions for naturalization and petition evidence 1901-1902 no 19270-20020  In search feature for Naturalization Cards 1818-1931 above 
 Petitions for naturalization and petition evidence 1902 no 1-171                       In search feature for Naturalization Cards 1818-1931 above 
 Petitions for naturalization and petition evidence 1902 no 19502-19770           In search feature for Naturalization Cards 1818-1931 above 
 Petitions for naturalization and petition evidence 1902-1903 no 19771-20091  In search feature for Naturalization Cards 1818-1931 above 
 Petitions for naturalization and petition evidence 1902-1903 no 20020-20800  In search feature for Naturalization Cards 1818-1931 above 
 Petitions for naturalization and petition evidence 1903 no 1-14                          In search feature for Naturalization Cards 1818-1931 above 
 Petitions for naturalization and petition evidence 1903 no 20092-20436            In search feature for Naturalization Cards 1818-1931 above 
 Petitions for naturalization and petition evidence 1903 no 20437-20647           In search feature for Naturalization Cards 1818-1931 above 
 Petitions for naturalization and petition evidence 1903 no 20648-20886           In search feature for Naturalization Cards 1818-1931 above 
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 Petitions for naturalization and petition evidence 1903 no 20800-20886           In search feature for Naturalization Cards 1818-1931 above 
 Petitions for naturalization and petition evidence 1903-1904 no 1-360              In search feature for Naturalization Cards 1818-1931 above 
 Petitions for naturalization and petition evidence 1903-1904 no 16-200            In search feature for Naturalization Cards 1818-1931 above 
 Petitions for naturalization and petition evidence 1904 no 360-890                   In search feature for Naturalization Cards 1818-1931 above 
 Petitions for naturalization and petition evidence 1904 no 890-1400                 In search feature for Naturalization Cards 1818-1931 above 
 Petitions for naturalization and petition evidence 1904 no 1400-1940               In search feature for Naturalization Cards 1818-1931 above 
 Petitions for naturalization and petition evidence 1904-1905 no 1940-2450      In search feature for Naturalization Cards 1818-1931 above 
 Petitions for naturalization and petition evidence 1905 no 2450-3000                In search feature for Naturalization Cards 1818-1931 above 
 Petitions for naturalization and petition evidence 1905-1906 no 3000-3520      In search feature for Naturalization Cards 1818-1931 above 
 Petitions for naturalization and petition evidence 1906 no 3520-4057               In search feature for Naturalization Cards 1818-1931 above 
 Petitions for naturalization and petition evidence 1906-1908 vol 1, no 1-250    In search feature for Naturalization Cards 1818-1931 above 
 Petitions for naturalization and petition evidence 1908 vol 2, no 251-500         In search feature for Naturalization Cards 1818-1931 above 
 Petitions for naturalization and petition evidence 1908-1909 vol 3, no 501-750 In search feature for Naturalization Cards 1818-1931 above 
 Petitions for naturalization and petition evidence 1909 vol 4, no 751-900          In search feature for Naturalization Cards 1818-1931 above 
 Petitions for naturalization and petition evidence 1909 vol 5, no 901-1150        In search feature for Naturalization Cards 1818-1931 above 
 Petitions for naturalization and petition evidence 1909 vol 5, no 9001-1150      In search feature for Naturalization Cards 1818-1931 above 
 Petitions for naturalization and petition evidence 1909-1910 vol 6, no 1151-1400 In search feature for Naturalization Cards 1818-1931 above 
 Petitions for naturalization and petition evidence 1910 vol 7, no 1401-1650      In search feature for Naturalization Cards 1818-1931 above 
 Petitions for naturalization and petition evidence 1910 vol 8, no 1651-1900      In search feature for Naturalization Cards 1818-1931 above 
 Petitions for naturalization and petition evidence 1911 vol 9, no 1901-2150      In search feature for Naturalization Cards 1818-1931 above 
 Petitions for naturalization and petition evidence 1911 vol 10, no 2151-2400    In search feature for Naturalization Cards 1818-1931 above 
 Petitions for naturalization and petition evidence 1911 vol 11, no 2401-2650          In search feature for Naturalization Cards 1818-1931 above 
 Petitions for naturalization and petition evidence 1911 vol 12, no 2651-2900          In search feature for Naturalization Cards 1818-1931 above 
 Petitions for naturalization and petition evidence 1911-1912 vol 13, no 2901-3150 In search feature for Naturalization Cards 1818-1931 above 
 Petitions for naturalization and petition evidence 1912 vol 14, no 3151-3400          In search feature for Naturalization Cards 1818-1931 above 
 Petitions for naturalization and petition evidence 1912 vol 15, no 3401-3650          In search feature for Naturalization Cards 1818-1931 above 
 Petitions for naturalization and petition evidence 1912 vol 16, no 3651-3900          In search feature for Naturalization Cards 1818-1931 above 
 Petitions for naturalization and petition evidence 1912 vol 17, no 3901-4150          In search feature for Naturalization Cards 1818-1931 above 
 Petitions for naturalization and petition evidence 1912-1913 vol 18, no 4151-4400 In search feature for Naturalization Cards 1818-1931 above 
 Petitions for naturalization and petition evidence 1913 vol 19, no 4401-4650          In search feature for Naturalization Cards 1818-1931 above 
 Petitions for naturalization and petition evidence 1913 vol 20, no 4651-4900          In search feature for Naturalization Cards 1818-1931 above 
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 Petitions for naturalization and petition evidence 1913 vol 21, no 4901-5150          In search feature for Naturalization Cards 1818-1931 above 
 Petitions for naturalization and petition evidence 1913 vol 22, no 5151-5400          In search feature for Naturalization Cards 1818-1931 above 
 Petitions for naturalization and petition evidence 1913 vol 23, no 5401-5650          In search feature for Naturalization Cards 1818-1931 above 
 Petitions for naturalization and petition evidence 1913-1914 vol 24, no 5651-5900 In search feature for Naturalization Cards 1818-1931 above 
 Petitions for naturalization and petition evidence 1914 vol 25, no 5901-6150          In search feature for Naturalization Cards 1818-1931 above 
 Petitions for naturalization and petition evidence 1914 vol 26, no 6151-6400          In search feature for Naturalization Cards 1818-1931 above 
 Petitions for naturalization and petition evidence 1914 vol 27, no 6401-6650          In search feature for Naturalization Cards 1818-1931 above 
 Petitions for naturalization and petition evidence 1914 vol 28, no 6651-6900          In search feature for Naturalization Cards 1818-1931 above 
 Petitions for naturalization and petition evidence 1914-1915 vol 29, no 6901-7150 In search feature for Naturalization Cards 1818-1931 above 
 Petitions for naturalization and petition evidence 1915 vol 30, no 7151-7400          In search feature for Naturalization Cards 1818-1931 above 
 Petitions for naturalization and petition evidence 1915 vol 31, no 7401-7650          In search feature for Naturalization Cards 1818-1931 above 
 Petitions for naturalization and petition evidence 1915 vol 32, no 7651-7900          In search feature for Naturalization Cards 1818-1931 above 
 Petitions for naturalization and petition evidence 1915-1916 vol 33, no 7901-8150 In search feature for Naturalization Cards 1818-1931 above 
 Petitions for naturalization and petition evidence 1916 vol 34, no 8151-8400          In search feature for Naturalization Cards 1818-1931 above 
 Petitions for naturalization and petition evidence 1916 vol 35, no 8401-8650          In search feature for Naturalization Cards 1818-1931 above 
 Petitions for naturalization and petition evidence 1916 vol 36, no 8651-8900          In search feature for Naturalization Cards 1818-1931 above 
 Petitions for naturalization and petition evidence 1916 vol 37, no 8901-9150          In search feature for Naturalization Cards 1818-1931 above 
 Petitions for naturalization and petition evidence 1916-1917 vol 38, no 9151-9400 In search feature for Naturalization Cards 1818-1931 above 
 Petitions for naturalization and petition evidence 1917 vol 39, no 9401-9650          In search feature for Naturalization Cards 1818-1931 above 
 Petitions for naturalization and petition evidence 1917 vol 40, no 9651-9900          In search feature for Naturalization Cards 1818-1931 above 
 Petitions for naturalization and petition evidence 1917 vol 41, no 9901-10150        In search feature for Naturalization Cards 1818-1931 above 
 Petitions for naturalization and petition evidence 1917 vol 42, no 10151-10400      In search feature for Naturalization Cards 1818-1931 above 
 Petitions for naturalization and petition evidence 1917-1918 vol 43, no 10401-10650 In search feature for Naturalization Cards 1818-1931  
 Petitions for naturalization and petition evidence 1918 vol 44, no 10651-10900          In search feature for Naturalization Cards 1818-1931 
 Petitions for naturalization and petition evidence 1918 vol 45, no 10901-11150          In search feature for Naturalization Cards 1818-1931 
 Petitions for naturalization and petition evidence 1918-1919 vol 46, no 11151-11400 In search feature for Naturalization Cards 1818-1931 
 Petitions for naturalization and petition evidence 1919 vol 47, no 11401-11650          In search feature for Naturalization Cards 1818-1931 
 Petitions for naturalization and petition evidence 1919 vol 48, no 11651-11900         In search feature for Naturalization Cards 1818-1931 
 Petitions for naturalization and petition evidence 1919 vol 49, no 11901-12150         In search feature for Naturalization Cards 1818-1931 
 Petitions for naturalization and petition evidence 1919 vol 50, no 12151-12400         In search feature for Naturalization Cards 1818-1931 
 Petitions for naturalization and petition evidence 1919 vol 51, no 12401-12646         In search feature for Naturalization Cards 1818-1931 
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 Petitions for naturalization and petition evidence 1919 vol 52, no 12651-12900         In search feature for Naturalization Cards 1818-1931 
 Petitions for naturalization and petition evidence 1919-1920 vol 53, no 12901-13150 In search feature for Naturalization Cards 1818-1931 
 Petitions for naturalization and petition evidence 1920 vol 54, no 13151-13400         In search feature for Naturalization Cards 1818-1931 
 Petitions for naturalization and petition evidence 1920 vol 55, no 13401-13650         In search feature for Naturalization Cards 1818-1931 
 Petitions for naturalization and petition evidence 1920 vol 56, no 13651-13900         In search feature for Naturalization Cards 1818-1931 
 Petitions for naturalization and petition evidence 1920 vol 57, no 13901-14150         In search feature for Naturalization Cards 1818-1931 
 Petitions for naturalization and petition evidence 1920 vol 58, no 14151-14400         In search feature for Naturalization Cards 1818-1931 
 Petitions for naturalization and petition evidence 1920 vol 59, no 14401-14650         In search feature for Naturalization Cards 1818-1931 
 Petitions for naturalization and petition evidence 1920-1921 vol 60, no 14651-14900 In search feature for Naturalization Cards 1818-1931 
 Petitions for naturalization and petition evidence 1921 vol 61, no 14901-15150         In search feature for Naturalization Cards 1818-1931 
 Petitions for naturalization and petition evidence 1921 vol 62, no 15151-15400         In search feature for Naturalization Cards 1818-1931 
 Petitions for naturalization and petition evidence 1921 vol 63, no 15401-15650         In search feature for Naturalization Cards 1818-1931 
 Petitions for naturalization and petition evidence 1921 vol 64, no 15651-15900         In search feature for Naturalization Cards 1818-1931 
 Petitions for naturalization and petition evidence 1921 vol 65, no 15901-16150         In search feature for Naturalization Cards 1818-1931 
 Petitions for naturalization and petition evidence 1921-1922 vol 66, no 16151-16400 In search feature for Naturalization Cards 1818-1931 
 Petitions for naturalization and petition evidence 1922 vol 67, no 16401-16650         In search feature for Naturalization Cards 1818-1931 
 Petitions for naturalization and petition evidence 1922 vol 68, no 16651-16900         In search feature for Naturalization Cards 1818-1931 
 Petitions for naturalization and petition evidence 1922 vol 69, no 16901-17150         In search feature for Naturalization Cards 1818-1931 
 Petitions for naturalization and petition evidence 1922-1923 vol 70, no 17151-17400 In search feature for Naturalization Cards 1818-1931 
 Petitions for naturalization and petition evidence 1923 vol 71, no 17401-17650         In search feature for Naturalization Cards 1818-1931 
 Petitions for naturalization and petition evidence 1923 vol 72, no 17651-17900         In search feature for Naturalization Cards 1818-1931 
 Petitions for naturalization and petition evidence 1923 vol 73, no 17901-18150         In search feature for Naturalization Cards 1818-1931 
 Petitions for naturalization and petition evidence 1923-1924 vol 74, no 18151-18400 In search feature for Naturalization Cards 1818-1931 
 Petitions for naturalization and petition evidence 1924 vol 75, no 18401-18650         In search feature for Naturalization Cards 1818-1931 
 Petitions for naturalization and petition evidence 1924 vol 76, no 18651-18900         In search feature for Naturalization Cards 1818-1931 
 Petitions for naturalization and petition evidence 1924 vol 77, no 18901-19150         In search feature for Naturalization Cards 1818-1931 
 Petitions for naturalization and petition evidence 1924 vol 78, no 19151-19400         In search feature for Naturalization Cards 1818-1931 
 Petitions for naturalization and petition evidence 1924 vol 79, no 19401-19650         In search feature for Naturalization Cards 1818-1931 
 Petitions for naturalization and petition evidence 1924-1925 vol 80, no 19651-19900 In search feature for Naturalization Cards 1818-1931 
 Petitions for naturalization and petition evidence 1925 vol 81, no 19901-20150         In search feature for Naturalization Cards 1818-1931 
 Petitions for naturalization and petition evidence 1925 vol 82, no 20151-20400         In search feature for Naturalization Cards 1818-1931 
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 Petitions for naturalization and petition evidence 1925 vol 83, no 20401-20650         In search feature for Naturalization Cards 1818-1931 
 Petitions for naturalization and petition evidence 1925 vol 84, no 20651-20900         In search feature for Naturalization Cards 1818-1931 
 Petitions for naturalization and petition evidence 1925 vol 85, no 20901-21150         In search feature for Naturalization Cards 1818-1931 
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